Art Galleries and Exhibition Spaces in Wales
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Contemporary Art in Wales: The Best Galleries You Should Visit. Fountain Fine Art. The
beautiful landscape of Llandeilo, with its hills and quaint and colourful houses, is house to the
renowned Fountain Fine Art. MOMA Wales. BayArt Gallery. Martin Tinney Gallery. Plas
Glyn y Weddw. Oriel Davies Gallery. The Albany. Here's our guide to Swansea's best art
galleries. One of Wales' most famous galleries, the Glynn Vivian Gallery was named after its .
It offers 83 studio spaces over three venues (College Street, Mansel Street and Orchard. The
gallery specialises in Welsh and Wales-based artists of the highest quality, with purpose-built
extension, giving three floors of beautiful exhibition space. MWAC programme includes
regularly changing exhibitions in the various galleries, as well as courses, workshops and a
range of events such as music nights.
Our recent Ivor Davies exhibition at National Museum Cardiff's contemporary art galleries currently Wales' largest space for contemporary art.
Our Vision To see the Visual Arts playing their fullest role in national cultural life with artists,
curators, gallery spaces and Visual Arts organisations achieving.
Oriel y Bont art gallery was created in to provide a unique educational and The exhibition
spaces are located within Ty Crawshay, a listed building dating .
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